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Abstract: In this paper I focus on developing a model to simulate a birdstrike with an aircraft wing using Lagrange mesh free method in
Autodyn. I developed a three-dimensional model for bird-strike. I
modeled the bird as a cylinder fluid made a frontal impact with an
aircraft wing. SPH bird model were used at velocity of 260 m / s . The
main objective was to identified when the bird strike the wing at some
velocity this will not be damage.
Keywords: impact analysis; bird-strike; wing section; SPH; Ansys 15.0,
Autodyn solver.

1. Introduction
Birds were involved in 97% of the reported strikes since the early days of
flight. Every bird strike incident results in a loss of flying hours, and costs per
incident. Based on the bird strike cases reported [1], most damages occur on the
wing and engines.
The collisions between a bird and an aircraft wing are known as birdstrike events. With modern computer simulations capabilities, we can try to
simulate bird-strike events and predict the damage to aircraft components with
Lagrangian method because it is easy to model.
The aim of this research work was to define a computational testing
methodology of bird-strike analysis of an aircraft wing with the use of Ansys
15.0 & Autodyn as analysis tool. The geometry of wing section, the meshing,
connections and material properties are modelled and defined in Ansys 15.0.
The bird is modelled in Autodyn using SPH technique with gap size of 1.5mm.
Then the validation of bird model is carried out by impacting the bird at velocity
of 260 m / s on selected wing section and the simulation results are analysed. [2]
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2. Bird-strike impact theory
2.1. Introduction
Impact events involve three categories: elastic impact, plastic impact and
hydrodynamic impact.
The elastic impacts are typically low speed events, and the stresses
generated because of the collision are lower than the material yield stress. In
case of higher impact speeds the produced stresses cause a plastic deformation
of the material target and this kind of collision constitute the plastic impact and
the material strength is still an important factor. For higher impact velocities
again the stresses generated by deceleration of the projectile greatly exceed the
yield stress. This is a hydrodynamic regime, for which the projectile can be
treated as fluids, and it is the material density which dominates the behavior of
the parts instead of material strength. [3]

2.2. Initial impact
When the bird impacts the target plate, a fragmentation of the projectile
particles appears and a shock propagates into the bird (Figure 1a). The pressure
in the shock compressed region is initially very high and uniform across the
impact area. [3]
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Figure 1. a. Description of initial impact; b. Initial impact;
c. Steady flow phase; d. Flow termination phase
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For the normal impact of a cylinder on a rigid plate, the flow across a
shock can be considered one-dimensional, adiabatic and irreversible. The
pressure behind the shock may then be derived from the shock relation:
p    vs  v

(1)

where p is the pressure behind the shock,  is the density of the bird, v s is the
shock velocity and v is the impact velocity.
Generally, the bird material hydrodynamic response can be characterised
by a polynomial interpolation of the curve relating the pressure to the density,
given by equation 2 [4]:
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where  p is the density of the projectile,  t is the density of the target, u sp is
the projectile shock wave velocity, u st is the target shock wave velocity and u 0
is the projectile initial velocity.

2.3. Impact pressure decay
At initial impact a shock begins to propagate into the projectile and radial
release waves propagate in towards the centre from the free surface edges of the
projectile (Figure 1b). For the normal impact of a cylinder, the problem is twodimensional and axisymmetric. [5]
The radial pressure distribution is given by equation 3:
pr  p  e



K r
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(3)

where p is obtained from equation (2), K is a constant, r is the radial distance
from the centre of the impact region and R t  is maximum contact radius at time
t . The duration of this high pressure event is on the order of tens of
milliseconds.

2.4. Steady flow
As radial pressures during the shock pressure decay, shear stresses
develop in the projectile material. If the shear strength of the material is
sufficient to withstand these shear stresses, the radial motion of the projectile
will be restricted. If, however, the shear stresses in the projectile are greater than
the shear strength of the material, the material will flow (figure 1c). [3, 5]
The shear strength of birds is low enough that the pressures generated are
usually sufficient to cause flow. The bird can be considered to behave as a fluid.
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After several reflections of the waves, a condition of steady flow is established
and steady pressure and velocity fields are established.
Using potential flow theory, [4] calculated the steady flow pressure for a
supersonic bird impact at normal incidence. He found that the pressure at the
centre of impact could be approximately given by the expression below:
ps 

1
2

 0  v 2

(4)

where  0 is the density of the material with zero porosity and v the impact
velocity.

2.5. Flow termination
During impact, bird material will flow near the target surface. As the fluid
nears the target surface the velocity decreases and the local pressure increases.
In the time of steady flow a pressure field is set up in the fluid. As the end of the
projectile enters this pressure field, the field is disrupted due to the intrusion of a
free surface. [3, 5]
Steady flow no longer exists and the pressures at the impact surface
decrease (figure 1d). The pressure decrease continues until the end of the
projectile reaches the surface of the plate. At this time the impact event is ended.

2.6. SPH formulation
In Autodyn, analysis can complete using different SPH technique. In this
paper SPH formulation was used for making a water body for bird model. SPH
is a computational method used for simulating fluid particles and flows. It is a
mesh free method in which coordinates move with the fluid without having
physical contact in particles. It is working by dividing the fluid into a group of
small different elements, known as particles. The smooth length of particles
varies due to tension and compression.[2]
Before studying a three-dimensional model of the real wing structure, it
has been carried out a preliminary parametric analysis of the bird-strike
phenomenon through a numerical simulation (figure 3) on a simplified
representative structure, shown in figure 2. This simplified model is a square flat
(1.14x1.14m) plate made up of the same materials and thickness 0.02m. This
parametric analysis was useful to identify the most important parameters that
affect the impact response of the target structure in case of bird impact. [3]
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Figure 2. Simplified structure and bird model

About the projectile configuration, in according with the Certification
Requirements, the weight of the bird is W  1 .8 kg , the density is 950 kg / m 3 ,
and the geometric model is approximated as a right circular cylinder, as shown
in the Figure 5:
where
D3

2 W

 

 0.106 m

(5)

and
L  2  D  0.212 m

Figure 3. Impact simulation simplified structure with SPH bird model

(6)
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3. Results and discussion
3.1 Wing material and geometry properties
Table 1.
Wing material and geometry properties
Wing AL5083H116 properties
2700 kg / m 3
1. Density
2. Specific Heat
3. Bulk Modulus
4. Initial Yield Stress
5. Shear Modulus

910 J / kg 0 C
5.833  10 10 Pa
1.67  10 8 Pa
2.692  10 10 Pa

Wing geometry (figure 4) properties
1 .8713 m
1. Length X
2. Length Y
3. Length Z
4. Volume
5. Mass

0.12014 m
1 .5 m

1.8666  10 2 m 3
47 .218 kg

Figure 4. Wing and bird body geometry

3.2 Bird material and geometry properties
Bird material properties:
1. Density: 1000 kg / m 3 ;
2. Shear Modulus: 0 Pa ;
3. Maximum Tensile Pressure: 0 Pa .
Geometry (figure 4) was assumed at 2.6 SHP formulation.
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3.3 Assumptions, load and boundary conditions
Material was considered homogeneous and isotropic, analysis was steady
state and current design was baseline for my analyses. Bird velocity was
260 m / s in impact with aircraft wing. Bird created model was 10 mm and gap
size between particle 1 .5 mm .

3.4 SPH analyses of design model 1
Simulations results are shown for design model 1 for the RIB thickness
5mm and SKIN thickness 5mm.
Wing damage plot is shown in figure 5 when the skin thickness is 5mm of
material AL5083H116 and the bird strike the aircraft wing at velocity of
260 m / s .
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Figure 5. Wing damage plot of design model 1

3.5 SPH analyses of design model 6
Following results are shown for design impact model 6 and the results for
design model 2 to design model 5 are presnted in the conclusion of this paper.
Wing damage plot is shown in figure 6 when the SKIN thickness is 15mm of
material AL5083H116 and the bird strike at velocity of 260 m / s .
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Figure 6. Wing damage plot of design model 6

4. Conclusion and future work
The best model was identified when the bird strike at velocity of 260 m / s
against the aircraft wing with RIB thickness 5mm and SKIN thickness 10mm
then the wing was not get damaged. All model simulations are shown in the
table 2 and the best model is highlighted.
Table 2.
Model simulations design study
Simulation No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Material
AL5083H116
AL5083H116
AL5083H116
AL5083H116
AL5083H116
AL5083H116

RIB Thickness
5 mm
5 mm
5 mm
5 mm
5 mm
5 mm

Skin Thickness
5 mm
6 mm
7 mm
8 mm
9 mm
10 mm

Result
Damaged
Damaged
Damaged
Damaged
Damaged
Not Damaged

For the future work I intend to improve study with another wing section to
use. Also, bird-strike velocity and particle size can be changed for better results.
For making a good wing resistant to bird-strike variation in wing design has to
be done.
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